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ABSTPACT
 
The training of 	computer prograaers could be mere
 

efficient and more effective if two major changes were implemented. 

First, the analytical method of teaching programing and programing 

languages should be replaced by the global method. The former 

provides introductions to information processing and programing and 

then teaches the programing language; it proceeds froa the particular 

to the general and maintains artificial distinctions among related 

components, thereby forcing the student to deal with abstract 


of his 
concepts and to delay practical experience until the end 
training. On the other hand, the global method provides only krief 

introductions to particular aspects g'f programing and plunges 


more 
students quickly into writing their own program^. It. is 
effective because it gives them actual experience, thereby 

paralleling the manner in which natural languages are learned. 

Secondly, the education of computer programers would be greatly 

enhanced if the students were allowed to use the computer itself more 

often; such hands-on experience stimulates interest, reinforces 

factual learning, and promotes creative development. (PB)
 



 

CRITERIA AND EDUCATIONAL TOOLS IN THE TRAINING OF PROGRAMMERS
 

Premise
 

In discussing training in informatics the, accent is very often 


placed on the content rather than the methods'; on :that wich is 


taught rather than the way in which it is taught. 


It is said that the EDP specialist is a professional of a high 


technical level and that he who trains these specialists must 


be capable of transmitting this high degree of technical compe


tence. The .didactic discussion while Useful is certainly a 


secondary factor.
 

Personally I am very far from convinced of this point of view. 


Indeed I am sure that many of the difficulties encountered in 


the training of new EDP professionals lies in the lack of good 


teachers. There is no shortage of persons who "know", but there 


are very few who are capable of teaching what they know. 


It is not merely a question of content but also of methods. 


Indeed at the level of initial training what counts is not so
 
N ' 
 .


much knowing but knowing how to teach.
 



I. 	 The analytical and the global methods
 

The global method which has so cleanly demonstrated its excel


lence in the teaching of natural languages, is not so well con
4
 

sidered in the teaching of programming languages in the informa


tics fields.
 

Indeed it can be said that the traditional analytical method 


still goes unchallenged.
 

Let us, for example, have a look at the way in which a programm


ing course is normally organized and whau are the didactic cri


teria behind its development. There are three fundamental and 


clearly distinct subjects to be taught. Hence the course is struc


tured according to the following three modules:
 

1. 	 introduction to EDP, covering general concepts of automatic 


data processing: information theory, elements of Boolean al


gebra, numeration systems, the structure and functional logic 


of the computer, the organization of data on supports, etc.;
 

2. 	 introduction to programming, concentrating essentially on 


flow-charting;
 

3. 	 programming language.
 

Two 	characteristic aspects are to be noted in this type of struc


ture, ^he first is the fact that pupil comes into contact with

 S 	   ^

prograraming (module 2) only after a full survey of the introduc


tory concepts (module 1), which up to this, point necessarily
 
< "   0 ' 


remain very abstract. The second is that the flowchart and the
 

./.
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language which are the inseparable elements of programming, are
 
.. .. r"'
 

taught at: separata times. In otH r words, the pupil must have 


completed the flowcharting aspect prior to any instruction in 


the programming language, which will enable him to create an 


individual program. \ ' '

Let us now see how the teaching of a programming language is 


tackled. We shall suppose that COBOL (Common Business-Oriented 


Language) is to be taught.
 

A start is made with the general rules: programming module,, ad


mitted and unadmitted symbols, the lenght of names, reserved 


words, programmer's words, punctuation, etc. Great emphasis is 


also placed on definitions: for example the concepts of division, 


section, paragraph, sentence or phrase or'the concepts of file, 


records, compounded and elementary data.
 

The survey of the rules and general concepts is followed by 


second stage in which the analysis of the elements of the language, 


division by division and section by section is studied. Since a 


programming language, unlike a natural one, is a strictly codified 


language, it is essential that the format of every phrase and the
 

meaning1 of each item is clarified extremely well.
 
+
 

Stress is also laid on the analysis of programming rules (for ins


tance, the many rules governing the use of symbols in the "PICTURE" 


and the complex case history of the verb "MOVE").
 
c
 

Once all the elements of the language have been described, through 


a difficult work of synthesis, these are then presented in a gene


ral framework and the pupils at last readh the stage of realizing 


their first program.
 

A certain pointer which tells us th'e degree of application of this 


method, is given when the pupil is capable of writing unaided his
 



  

f.lrst complete program: the longer the period that elaspes 


between the beginning of tha course and the latter stage, the 


more radical is the application of analytical method. 
   

The global method, o.i the contrary, is based on an entirely dif


ferent approach. Its objective is to bring the pup?.l as soon as 


possible to the writing.pf his own program.
 

The course begins with/a very general presentation of the struc


ture and the functional scheme of a computer and touches very
 
- \ 


broadly on the organization of data on supports. For instance, it
 

can be said that half a day is sufficient to impart this first 


introductory survey.. -


The pupils are then introduced immediately to the flowchart. The 


ide'al is achieved when the pupil draws-up his own flowchart from
 
e
 

the very first day. Naturally at this point the entire subject of 


flowcharting cannot be dealt with, but when the pupil has acquired 


a certain familiarity with very simple flowcharts, he is immedia


tely introduced to the programming .lapguage. The more extensive 


study of the introductory concepts and flowcharting techniques 


will take place gradually together with progress in the knowledge 


of the language. ' 
t-
 u


The approach to the language is a follows: a s;:art ^a nade by the
 
. * 
 <<


writing of a simple, brief but complete program, in such a way that
 
 

r.he pupil immediately acquires an overall understanding, even if 


fundamentally intuitive, of the language. *
 *r'
 
This first program will be written by the teacher together wit;h
 

, * 

the pupils; that is to say' in practice, the teacher will suggest
 

and explain it to the pupils. . ' "' :.
 

At this point a natural objection arises: how is'it possible to
 

write an entire program without having Illustrated a single language
 

http:writing.pf


  

  

rule?
 

The answer is very simple: let us recall how we learnt our native 


language; by repeating words and phrases that .were spoken to us, 


intuitively associating the words with the things and certainly 


not by studying grammatical rules. Let us also recall the fact
 

that this is the best way of teaching adults a second language.
 
» 


Why then should this not be a valid way of learning a programming
 

language?
 

Hence the essential point of the global methods is tMs: we first
 

of all become familiar with the whole and then the individual parts
 

are analysed, first the language is learned and theni^ 
it is perfec

ted by studying the rules-.
 

If this process is reversed, if a beginning is made on the indiv
~*
 

idual parts to arrive afterwards at the whole, if the rules are
 
. f ' 


studied before, using the language, the pupils are forced to make
 

.a great mental effort to apply concepts concerning whi.ch they do 


not know the final meaning.
 

It is, on the contrary, important that the. pupil shbuld immediate


ly achieve his own program, in such a way as really to grasp the 


global structure of the language. It is o-f no importance i-f this 


first effort of his contains some error of punctuation or does not 


use the programming module in an entirely appropriate way. Starting 


from this overall comprehension, it will subsequently be possible 


to study the single elements in depth without ever loosing sight of 


the whole.
 

Every time the pupil studies a new particular he will always know 

r
 

how to set it within the general framework.
 
v
 

The global and the analytical methods, therefore start from diffe
»
 

rent didactic principles and develop along entirely separate and
 

.7.
 



distinct lines.
 

Let 	us attempt a comparative synthesis.
 

The 	analytical method is based on the following principles:
 

1. 	 practically integrated but logically distinct elements of a 


single technique (for example, flowcharting, and the language,
 
ft.
 

the single divisions of the language, the s'ingle sections 


within the sphere of a division), for motives of clarify and
 *
 

completeness are studied separately.
 

2. 	 From an in-depth-analysis of the individual elements the pupil 


is brought to an overall comprehension.
 

The 	principles of the ^.iobal method, on the other hand; are:
 

1. 	 The various elements of thte program, even if they are logically 


distinct are'taught as a whole. ,

 v
 

2. 	 Learning is realised through a spiral process composed of three 


fundamental'phases: the intuitive understanding of the whole, 


the analysis of the ftsiividual parts, the rational re-comprehen


sion of the individual parts in the whole.
 



     

  

11. Tb.q use of the computer in the learning process
 

Independently of the method adopted, the opinion that it is pos


sible to teach programming without any direct .access to a compu


ter is certanly true.
 
fr *
 

Computer logic, in fact, can neither be departed from nor does 


it present ambiguities. By starting from a correct flowchart and 


a precise knowledge of the working of every individual instruction,
 
* V 


it is certainly possible to write a perfectly correct pwgram o'r,
 
., e '
 

at least, all the instruments are available .for carrying out a
 

careful verification at purely'theoretical level.
 

When this check has been made, the program must work; if %Lhis does
 

not take place, it is due t? an accidental factor, some error in
 
/
 

transcription, or it can mean that the checking was not sufficien


tly strict.
 

In the first case the computer itself capable of indicating the 


error and suggesting the correction, in the second case, on the 


other hand, this is possible only if the error is of a formal kind; 


if, on the contrary, there is a logical error more careful and 


strict re-cherking is needed.
 
*
 x 


In either case, a good teacher, with the aid of good text books,
 
v. 


could teach a certain programming system without ever introducing
 

the pupil to direct contact .with the computer. In the three suc


cessive stagis: lesson, drill, correction, the pupil should be
 

capable first of learning the programming rules, then experimenting
 
.... . . » 


with their application and lastly checking the correctness of his
 

work and his degree of learning. When a certain program has been
 
» 


corrected by teacher together with 'afi the other pupils it should
 
* *
 

no 1'onger be thought that it could contain errors. The teacher's
 



I 

correction will therefore have the same value as a test in the 


computer.
 

It cannot be denied that all this is true and that the method 


generally adopted in the various programming schools is very close 


to the one described here. Contact with the computer, in fact, both 


for reasons of availability, and didactic .difficulties, is very 


often reduced to the minimum.
 

However such a method creates notable difficulties in the learning 


process. The lack of a continuous interaction v/ith the computer 


gives the pupil the impression that instead of learning how to use 


a machine he is working on mere abstractions. He is first frustra


ted in his natural desire for a practical and effective check of . 


his work, he is :jss certain of what he learns and the stimulus to 


learn new ideas is weakened. The use of a computer during the learn


ing process has, above all, a very strong psychological effect. 


consider that three fundamental didactic objectives can be achieved 


through direct contact with the c 'mputer: to encourage an interest 


in learning, to strengthen facts already and provide the opportunity 


of carrying out creative work.
 

2.1. The computer as a promoter of interest
 

In the teaching of programming the introductory part is always 
y^ ' 

very difficult and is Justifiably given very special attention. 

I have experimented with the traditional method based on the 

two distinct modules described above: introduction to 

flowcharting. I found that this posed^considerable di<J^ctic 

difficulties difficulties because because thethe fitSat par unstifirdt part-vas eoNabstract, afid 

mulating. \ 



  

Turning to the global approach, I decided to start the 


course with a practical demonstration of work carried out 


by a computer. A very simple and/ easily understandable pro


cedure was chosen (invoicing with the updating of warehouse 


stocks), realized on a smjall card computer system > Each 


"Bupil was able to see the performance of all the individual
 

- operations and was also able to take the part in the carry
/ - r\ Vy ... .jr
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ing '-out of the programme by introducing data or asking -for
 

certain result s^. 

At the end of tli^yderaonstraftion a very great interesting in 
t
 

knowing the structure and the working of -the computer has
A * ^
 

always been shown. All the introductory concepts could be
 

clarified in. a most effective and very quick way because itr*
 
. \ 


was always pbssible t-o refer to things already known and not
 
*
 

mere abstractions. But after this first experience the pupils 


immediately ^egin to want to haye a different contact with
 
"
 *
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computer; no longer in the sense' of seeing and understanding'1 


what it can do, but in the sense of making it da something. 


That is to say, the pupil wants to see if he is capable o
 

OW
commanding the machine. For 'this he heeds-to learn how
_/ to
 

< . .
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program as soon as possible. The v analytical method tends to 


defer too long this second and most significant contact with
 

the .computer. The global method, oriTuhe contrary, enables this 

* J

. objectives to be reached-quickly and-jeasily.
 

The computer as a verification instrument
*
 

The pupil that has been capable of writing his first program,, 


the instrument for the domination of the machine, wants to 


test its effective validity.
 

/
 



  

As long has he has been unable to effect a test of this 


kind, he cannot proceed to other programs with adequate cer


tainty. It is extremely important the first test does not 


become a frustrating factor, -ue to banal difficulties of 


an organizational character or for operational errors. At 


the outset it is wise to employ very simple exercises, with 


pre-arranged check data. Where possible, also as regards 


the program, it is very useful to employ pre-punched cards. 


Tha compilers' diagnosis unfortunately is neither always 


very clear nor a help in locating an error. This is one of 


the main difficulties in the way of an easy dialogue with 


the computer. When the pupil has got through the first test 


anc'. has acquired the fundamental elements of the programming 


language, he is ready fior more independent learning.
 

2.3. The computer as a means of creative activity
 

At this point the computer no longer serves to check the 


accuracy of certain ideas-acquired theoretically, but for 


performing a creative activity. This is the moment when the 


pupil passes from the lesson-drill-testing didactic phase to 


a much more autonomous phase. It is therefore a question of 


assigning to each pupil, or rather groups of pupils an exer


cise of a certain entity, which involves not only the writing 


of the program but the carrying through of a complete procedu


re, albeit it simple.
 

In/this way the pupil is able to grasp not only the working 

' ' ' > >
 
of an individual program but the concatenation'of several
 

'programs and must necessarily arrive at 
V

a wide use of the 
i ,
 

system's software. It is of no importance if all the instru



ments that, he must use have been previously explains^ at 


theoretical level. The purpose of the exercise instrument^, 


which he discovers for himself and learns to use. The. tea


cher at this point does not disappear but assumes the role 


of suggester and consultant.
 




